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first, its not a media. instead of watching
lectures of a pbl group discussing a

research paper, youre watching a group
of actual pbl groups discussing a paper.
where they have their inaccuracies and
problems in speaking, sketchy video are
by and large more accurate. they have

the increased benefit of the lecturer
appearing in the video to really drive
home the points he is making, which
turns out to be a big factor in making

everything stick in your memory. i think
that the more accurate picmonic videos
are especially important because every

other study aid that i have used has been
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drastically less effective for microbiology
compared to sketchy micro. for usmle
step 1, youre studying microbiology, a
subject where exact memorization is

important. the fact that i ended up doing
pretty well in usmle step 1 despite not
memorizing any microbiology facts is
testament to picmonic. you want your
brains to remember the core concepts,

and sketchy micro is just not the media to
get there. second, the folks who have

used sketchy micro for microbiology are
not used to using sketchy videos to study
for medical school. for them, its just an

untested concept that they arent used to.
if they had been in the majority group, i
think that the residents i worked with
would have had more success using

sketchymicro to remember microbiology.
if youre a med student who is about to
study for step 1 or 2, you need to use

sketchymedical to make sure that youre
not forgetting anything. for every
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problem, sketchy micro has a model that
you can paste in to your picmonic to learn
something. for sketchy video, you cannot
learn as much from the actual lecture as
you can from sketchy micro. there are

many other ways to benefit from sketchy
but, with the resources in the bag, youll
have no trouble filling the gaps in your

knowledge for step 1 and 2.
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sketchy is the best online educational
resource i have used. i do all of my

learning in the form of blogs, videos, and
pictures (and anki of course). they are
great for keeping your progress and

where you are in med school. they also
really help me maximize what i know and
learn. the worst thing to do is ignore med

school progress, and cheat on a test. i
also use it for up and coming classes that
i might learn in the future. it really helps
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keep my studying on track and allows me
to learn at my own pace instead of

studying one way for a whole semester
and then completely forget how to do

things. they are really awesome people
and resources! sketchy medical doesnt
provide a way to export your cards and

content into a different format or a pdf, so
if your sketchy deck isnt in the format you
want, such as in an anki deck or as a pdf,

you are out of luck. after just a few
weeks, i knew i would never be able to

memorize the new concepts with zanki. i
felt like i was making so much progress

but i felt like i was sinking into a pit
because i could not memorize the old
cards. i also noticed that sketchy and
zanki were very similar. this made me

feel like i was making no progress. i could
not do my anki study between the two
decks but i was trying to memorize as

much as i could of what the sketchy cards
were doing to me. i had to make a
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decision. should i quit? i had done this to
myself by switching to zanki. then one
morning, i was reading a forum online

where a user said to the developer, this
isn’t like sketchy, i’m using this for a&p

and i’m not sinking into a pit. what did he
mean? that zanki was not created to be
used for a&p? what was sketchy then?

after working so hard to memorize
sketchy and the old cards, i read an
article in your printed journal while

walking into the ob clinic on saturday
morning. i read a zanki user have a great
saturday and then finished quickly. i felt
like this article was good proof that it is
possible to use zanki for a&p because
zanki and sketchy come from different

directions in the same pathospective and
use different tools to memorize

everything. i felt that i did not have to
give up the sketchy cards all together,
only switch to using zanki. 5ec8ef588b
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